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ABSTRACT
The dispersion in lithium abundance at Ðxed e†ective temperature in young cool stars like the
Pleiades has proved a difficult challenge for stellar evolution theory. We propose that Li abundances
relative to a mean temperature trend, rather than the absolute abundances, should be used to analyze
the spread in abundance. We present evidence that the dispersion in Li equivalent widths at Ðxed color
in cool single Pleiades stars is at least partially caused by stellar atmosphere e†ects (most likely depar-
tures from ionization predictions of model photospheres) rather than being completely explained by
genuine abundance di†erences. We Ðnd that e†ective temperature estimates from di†erent colors yield
systematically di†erent values for active stars. There is also a strong correlation between stellar activity
and Li excess, but not a one-to-one mapping between unprojected stellar rotation (from photometric
periods) and Li excess. Thus, it is unlikely that rotation is the main cause for the dispersion in the Li
abundances. Finally, there is a signiÐcant correlation between detrended Li excess and potassium excess
but not calciumÈperhaps supporting incomplete radiative transfer calculations (and overionization
e†ects in particular) as an important source of the Li scatter. Other mechanisms, such as very small
metallicity variations and magnetic Ðelds, which inÑuence preÈmain-sequence Li burning may also play a
role. Finally, we Ðnd no statistical evidence for a decrease in dispersion in the coolest Pleiades stars,
contrary to some previous work.
Key words : open clusters and associations : individual (Pleiades) È stars : abundances È
stars : activity È stars : atmospheres È stars : interiors È stars : late-type È stars : rotation
1. INTRODUCTION
Predictions are made by standard stellar models (e.g.,
Bahcall & Ulrich 1988) about the surface abundances of
elements in stars. However, there are indications that such
models are incomplete. A case in point is the surface abun-
dance of the element lithium (Li) in low-mass stars, which is
observed to decrease with time.
The solar meteoritic value for the Li abundance is
3.31^ 0.04 (Anders & Grevesse 1989). A study of Li abun-
dances in young, preÈmain-sequence (PMS) T Tauri Stars
(TTS) suggests a value of log N(Li)\ 3.2^ 0.3 (Magazzu,
Rebolo, & Pavlenko 1992), consistent with the meteoritic
value. While this is one indicator of the initial Li abun-
dance, TTS abundance determinations are beset by com-
plications due to their youth, such as uncertain Teffestimates and the presence of a circumstellar accretion disk.
The study of stars in open clusters of di†erent ages, like a
Persei (50 Myr) and the Pleiades (70È100 Myr), shows that
there is nearly a uniform Li abundance of 3.2 for high-mass
stars (D7000 K).
It is known that surface Li depletion takes place during
the PMS evolution of low-mass stars as a result of Li
burning via (p, a) reactions at low temperatures of T Z 2.6
] 106 K. Surface depletion can occur in standard models
through convective mixing if the base of the convection
zone is hot enough to burn Li (Bodenheimer 1965 ; Pinson-
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
1 Current address.
neault 1997). Because PMS stars have deep convection
zones, they burn Li during the PMS. As the depth of the
convection zone is a function of mass (increasing with lower
mass) Li is depleted on the main sequence only in lower
mass stars (¹0.9 However, the Pleiades evinces aM
_
).
large dispersion in surface Li abundance at a given color for
K (e.g., Soderblom et al. 1993b). StandardTeff [ 5500stellar models are unable to reproduce this dispersion. Fur-
thermore, open cluster observations indicate some deple-
tion is observed on the main sequence as well, which is in
conÑict with standard models.
Because these models cannot fully explain the observed
depletion patterns, additional mixing mechanisms seem
necessary. Rotation provides one driving mechanism for
such nonconvective mixing, through meridional circulation
(Tassoul 1978 ; Zahn 1992) and instabilities caused by di†er-
ential rotation (Zahn 1983). Hence, rotation in stars has
received much scrutiny as a possible agent of Li depletion
and of the observed scatter in open cluster Li abundances at
a given mass. Models that include rotational mixing
(Pinsonneault, Kawaler, & Demarque 1990) are able to
predict the dispersion seen in older systems, but not at
young ages like that of the Pleiades (Chaboyer, Demarque,
& Pinsonneault 1995). The study of Li abundances is a rich
and vast Ðeld, and there have been several e†orts to study
the correlation of surface Li abundances with rotation using
stars in open clusters. Here, we concentrate on the connec-
tion between surface Li abundance and rotation using data
in the young Pleiades cluster.
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Because the Pleiades Li scatter is such a difficult obstacle
in our understanding of early stellar evolution, a historical
summary seems in order. Butler et al. (1987) studied a
sample of 11 K-stars in the Pleiades and determined that
four rapid rotators had higher Li abundances than four
slow rotators. They believed this consistent with the evolu-
tionary picture that on arrival on the main sequence, stars
had high rotation rates and high Li abundances (i.e., they
arrived on the main sequence before there was time for
rotational braking or Li depletion). As the star spun down,
the Li abundance decreased as well. Hence, they concluded
that the faster rotators were younger than the slower, hence
less depleted.
A study of the distribution of rotational velocities of low-
mass stars in the Pleiades by Stau†er & Hartmann (1987)
revealed that there was a wide range of rotation velocities in
the Pleiades K and M dwarfs. They showed that the dis-
tribution of rotation velocities in the Pleiades could be
reproduced quite well invoking angular momentum loss,
without having to resort to a large age spread that is also in
conÑict with the narrow main sequence seen among the
low-mass Pleiades stars.
Soderblom et al. (1993b) carried out an extensive study of
Li abundances in the Pleiades. They considered several pos-
sible explanations for the dispersion in the observed abun-
dances, including observational errors and the e†ect of
starspots. They concluded that the spread in Li abundances
seen was real and not an artifact of other physical condi-
tions. They found that the Li abundance was correlated well
with both rotation and chromospheric activity, and specu-
lated that rapid rotation was somehow able to preserve Li
in stars. While they found some low v sin i systems with
high Li abundances, it was possible that these stars are
faster rotators simply seen at low inclination.
Balachandran, Lambert, & Stau†er (1988) studied a
sample of stars in the younger a Persei cluster (50 Myr) and
concurred with the picture of Li-poor stars as slow rotators.
However, a comparison of the Pleiades to a Per by Soder-
blom et al. (1993b) showed that while most stars had similar
abundances, a signiÐcant number of stars in a Per had
abundances that were less than that in the Pleiades by 1 dex
or more. This was difficult to understand until Balachan-
dran et al. (1996) published a corrected list of Li abundances
that culled all nonmembers from the sample, bringing con-
sistency to the Pleiades and a Per abundances.
Garcia Lopez et al. (1991a, 1991b) added seven stars to
the Butler et al. sample in the range K4500 Z Teff Z 5500and asserted a clear connection between Li abundance and
v sin i. They also found that the correlation breaks down
for temperatures cooler than 4500 K. In a subsequent paper
in 1994, they enlarged their sample and further studied the
correlation, concluding that their earlier assertion was
correctÈthere were no rapid rotators with low Li abun-
dances and there was a clear relationship between log N(Li)
and v sin i. They did note three stars (H II 320, 380 and
1124) having low v sin i values and Li abundances compa-
rable to those of the rapid rotators as counterexamples, but
speculated these objects were rapid rotators seen at low
inclination angles. It is to be noted that, when determining
mean abundances for their rapid and slow rotator popu-
lations, they included the three stars with low v sin i and
high Li abundances in their rapid rotator sample. While
this does not change the qualitative result they obtained, it
does a†ect the magnitude of the di†erence in abundance
between the two populations. It also demonstrates that
there is a range of abundances for slow rotators.
Jones et al. (1996b) derived Li abundances and rotation
velocities for 15 late-K Pleiades dwarfs, and also found that
the correlation between Li abundance and rapid rotation
breaks down for cooler stars K). Jones et al.(Teff [ 4400(1997) determined rotational velocities and Li abundances
in the 250 Myr old cluster M34, intermediate in age
between the young Pleiades (70È100 Myr) and the Hyades
(500 Myr). They concluded that the Li depletion and rota-
tion velocities were in between the Pleiades and Hyades
values, and that the pattern seen in these clusters suggested
an evolutionary sequence for angular momentum loss and
Li depletion.
One could speculate that some of the Li dispersion in the
Pleiades and a Per may be due to non-LTE e†ects and
unknown e†ects of stellar activity on the Li I line formation
(Houdebine & Doyle 1995 ; Russell 1996 ; but see Soder-
blom et al. 1993b). The structural e†ects of rotation might
also be responsible for the Li depletion pattern. Martin &
Claret (1996) included this ingredient in their models for
masses of 0.7 and 0.8 and were able to produceM
_enhanced Li abundances for stars with high initial angular
momenta as a result of less e†ective PMS Li destruction in
rapid rotators (i.e., their models imply initially rapid rota-
tors will have high Li abundances relative to the other stars
at the same at young ages). Angular momentum loss asTeffwell as rotationally induced mixing could a†ect these
models.
The questions we consider here are if there truly is a
correlation between Li abundance and rotation rate in the
Pleiades, what the nature of the correlation is, and if not,
what might explain the abundance scatter. We start with a
careful sample selection for our analysis, and examine
various possible causes that might contribute to the disper-
sion (including errors in abundance determination). We
then proceed to an analysis of the Li-rotation correlation
and explore other possible correlations that might be mas-
querading as a Li-rotation correlation.
2. PLEIADES LITHIUM ABUNDANCES
2.1. Sample Selection and DeÐnition
Lithium abundances were derived from the data sets in
the studies of Soderblom et al. (1993a, hereafter S93a) and
Jones et al. (1996b). The two studies were merged to form
our starting sample with the latter data preferred in cases of
overlap. Secondary stellar companions can a†ect photo-
metric colors from which values are derived, activityTefflevels, measured line strengths, and activity levels deduced
spectroscopically. Thus, in order to look at the intrinsic
Pleiades Li abundance dispersion unrelated (directly or
indirectly) to the presence of a stellar companion, binary
systems were excised from our sample. Cluster and inter-
loping Ðeld binaries identiÐed by Mermilliod et al. (1992)
and Bouvier, Rigaut, & Nadea (1997) were removed from
the starting sample. Two spectroscopic binaries not in these
lists, but identiÐed as such by S93a, were also removed.
The color-magnitude diagram of this reÐned sample was
then inspected to photometrically identify binaries using the
dereddened BV I photometry described by Pinsonneault et
al. (1998). We found H II 739 to be an obviously overlumin-
ous (or overly red) outlier in the V versus B[V , V versus
V [I, and I versus V [I diagrams, and eliminated it from
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the reÐned sample. Finally, all stars with upper limits on the
j6707 Li I lineÏs equivalent width were eliminated. These
upper limits, as censored data, complicate the ensuing sta-
tistical analysis. These stars are also the very hottest and
very coolest in the sample. Their photometrically inferred
values and model atmospheres may be slightly moreTeffuncertain than the other objects in the sample. Their elimi-
nation simpliÐes the analysis and reduces possible addi-
tional sources of uncertainty.
This Ðnal sample of 76 Pleiades stars is listed in the Ðrst
column of Table 1. The extinction-corrected V magnitude
and reddening-corrected (B[V ) and (V [I) colors are given
in the second, third, and fourth columns. The color-
magnitude diagram of these stars evinces a tight main
sequence, and is shown in Figure 1 (open circles) with a 100
Myr isochrone described in Pinsonneault et al. (1998) and
assuming a distance modulus of 5.63 (Pinsonneault et al.
1998). The only possibly discrepant outliers remaining are
(1) H II 686, which appears overluminous in the V versus
B[V plane, but not the V [I plane, (2) H II 676, which
appears underluminous (or too blue) in the V [I plane and
perhaps B[V also, and (3) H II 2034, which appears under-
luminous (or too blue) in the B[V plane, but not in V [I.
There is no convincing evidence that these slight discrep-
ancies are related to binarity. Rather, they may be due to
relatively large photometric errors in one passband or to
physical e†ects (e.g., increased red Ñux from spots) unrelated
to binarity. Stars rejected as binaries are plotted as Ðlled
triangles ; their general propensity to reside above the main
sequence is evident.
2.2. Stellar and Activity MeasuresTeff
S93a and Jones et al. (1996b) provide photometric Teffestimates for all of the stars in Table 1. We reexamine these
for comparison and because of concern that chromospheric
activity or starspots might a†ect the colors of young stars.
FIG. 1.ÈColor-magnitude diagrams of our Ðnal nonbinary Pleiades Li
sample (open circles) and stars rejected as binaries ( Ðlled triangles). The
Pleiades data is plotted assuming a distance modulus of 5.63 and with a
100 Myr isochrone from Pinsonneault et al. (1998).
We calculated using our values and the relationTeff (B[V )0from Soderblom et al. (1993b, equation [3]) : Teff \ 1808Temperatures were also(B[V )02[ 6103(B[V )0] 8899.derived from our colors using the relation from(V [I)0Randich et al. (1997) : Teff \ 9900 [ 8598(V [I)0] 4246Both of these relations are based on(V [I)02[ 755(V [I)03.the data from Bessell (1979), and should provide self-
consistent temperatures given self-consistent photospheric
colors. The Ðfth, sixth, and ninth columns give the Teffvalues of S93a, and those derived here from (B[V ) and
(V [I).
We adopt the Ha- and Ca II infrared triplet-based
chromospheric emission measurements from S93a as stellar
activity indicators. These are the ratio of the Ñux (relative to
an inactive star of similar color) in the Ha and Ca II lines
relative to the total stellar bolometric Ñux. Given canonical
views of a relation between stellar mass and chromospheric
emission on the main sequence, it is also of interest to
measure the residual Ha and Ca II Ñux ratios. That is, we
wish to detrend the general relation between stellar mass
and activity such that activity di†erences unrelated to large-
scale mass di†erences can be quantiÐed. This was done by
Ðtting the Ha and Ca II Ñux ratios as a function of (V [I)
color temperature with a linear relation,2 and subtracting
this Ðtted Ñux ratio (computed at a given V [I) from
the measured Ñux ratio of each star. The relation for
the Ðtted Ha Ñux ratio (used below) was found to be
Thelog RHa,fit\ [[0.00044742] Teff(V [ I)][ 2.12515.relation for the Ca II Ñux ratio was found to be
log RCa II,fit\ [[0.00021017] Teff(V [I)] [ 3.50280.We Ðnd strong evidence that our values (hence,Teffassuming self-consistency of the relations, thecolor-Teffphotometric colors) are a†ected by activity level. Figure 2
shows the di†erence between the (B[V )- and (V [I)-based
values versus the Ha Ñux ratios (top panel) and theTeffmass-independent residual Ha Ñux ratios (bottom panel). A
relation is seen in both panels, such that the lowest Teffdi†erences are seen predominantly for the lowest Ñux ratios
while the largest di†erences are seen predominantly forTeffstars having the largest Ñux ratios. The ordinary linear
correlation coefficients are signiÐcant above the 99.9% con-
Ðdence levels for both panels.
The binary stars ( Ðlled triangles) behave similarly to the
single stars in both panels ; on average, though, the binaries
exhibit larger residuals than the single stars. This sys-Tefftematic o†set likely reÑects the additional inÑuence of
fainter (hence cooler and redder) companions on the photo-
metric colors. If this interpretation is correct, it could
suggest that the handful of inactive single stars with signiÐ-
cant residuals in the upper left portion of both panelsTeffare unrecognized binaries.
SigniÐcant di†erences between the (B[V )- and (V [I)-
based estimates, the slight propensity for (B[V ) toTeffyield larger temperatures, and the association of these
properties with stellar activity seems to be a common pro-
perty of young stars noted and discussed by others (e.g.,
Garcia Lopez et al. 1994 ; Randich et al. 1997 ; King 1998 ;
Soderblom et al. 1999). Explanations for these observed
properties in young stars are at least twofold : (1) increased
B-band Ñux due to boundary layer emission associated with
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
2 Quantitative comparison of the resulting s2 values indicated that Ðts
with higher order functions did not yield statistically improved descrip-
tions of the Ñux ratio-color relations.
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FIG. 2.ÈTop panel shows the di†erence between our (B[V )- and
(V [I)-based estimates versus Ha Ñux ratio (relative to the stellarTeffbolometric Ñux) from Soderblom et al. (1993a). The bottom panel shows
the temperature di†erence versus the residual Ha Ñux ratio, which is the
Ñux ratio less a Ðtted color-dependency.
a circumstellar disk (presumably not applicable for our
near-ZAMS Pleiads), and (2) increased I-band Ñux due to
the presence of cool spots. It is straightforward to associate
increased prevalence and surface coverage of spots with
increasing activity, and Ha emission (used here to quantify
activity) has been associated with accretion of circumstellar
material in young stars. Given that the Pleiades age (D100
Myr) is an order of magnitude larger than inferred disk
lifetimes for solar-type stars (Skrutskie et al. 1990), spots are
the more likely cause of the temperature di†erence-activity
relation in our Pleiades sample. In their recent study of the
e†ects of activity on Pleiades Li abundances, Stuik, Bruls, &
Rutten (1997) Ðnd that activityÈspeciÐcally the presence of
spots and plagesÈmay signiÐcantly alter photospheric
colors. Indeed, they suggest that the resulting changes in
color may be a more dominant contributor to the Pleiades
Li spread than line strength di†erences. Additionally, they
Ðnd that such color variations are both surprising and
complex. Their empirical solar-based activity models indi-
cated that both spots and plages lead to increased (B[V )
colors ; in contrast, their ““ best-e†ort ÏÏ theoretical stellar
models indicate a decrease in (B[V ). Sorting out which (if
either) set of models are appropriate for speciÐc Pleiads (in
addition to other empirical details such as speciÐc spot/
plage coverage and ratio) might be further illuminating.
Because the direction of changes in (V [I) also Ñips in their
models, Stuik et al. (1997) note that spot/plage-related
changes in color may not be ideally identiÐed in two-color
plots (e.g., Soderblom et al. 1993a).
2.3. L ithium Abundance Determinations and Detrending
Li abundances for all our Pleiads were determined from
the measured j6707 line strengths and our preferred Teffvalue. A blending complex lies some 0.4 blueward of theA
Li doublet. In our stars, the typical contribution of these
blending features is D10 which is signiÐcantly smallermA ,
than typical Li line strength of D100 The blendingmA .
contribution was subtracted3 following the approach of
S93a, who parameterized the contaminating line strength as
a function of (B[V ) color. Here, we recast this param-
eterization as a function of so that di†erences in ourTeff(B[V )- and (V [I)-based temperatures were consistently
accounted for in the analysis.
Given the values and the corrected Li line strengths,Teffabundances were calculated using Table 2 from S93a. This
was done by Ðtting a surface map of the equivalent widthÈ
temperature abundance grid of S93a using high-order poly-
nomials. The internal interpolation accuracy is generally a
few thousandths of a dex4. Columns 8 and 11 of Table 1
give the derived Li abundances5 for our (B[V )-based Teff,and for our (V [I)-based Teff.At the Pleiades age, PMS Li burning has signiÐcantly
depleted the initial photospheric Li content of many of our
stars. Moreover, this PMS depletion is a sensitive function
of mass (or with less massive stars having depletedTeff)more Li due to deeper convection zones and longer PMS
evolutionary timescales. In examining star-to-star Li abun-
dance di†erences connected with parameters such as rota-
tion or activity, we must remove this general large-scale
trend in the abundance-versus- plane.TeffThe procedure is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, which
show the Pleiades Li abundances versus our (B[V )- and
(V [I)-based The familiar and large (3 orders ofTeff.magnitude) abundance depletion over 2000 K of is seenTeffin Figure 3. The mean trend is shown by the dashed line,
which is a fourth-order Legendre polynomial Ðtted to the
single star data after rejecting ^3 p outliers. Fourth-order
Ðts were also conducted for the data based on the S93a
temperatures and our (B[V )-based values. These Ðts
provide a mean Ðducial Li abundance at any given toTeffwhich observed abundances (calculated assuming the same
source of can be compared to infer and measure aTeff)relative Li ““ enhancement ÏÏ or ““ depletion ÏÏ for each star as
shown in Figure 4. For (V [I)-based temperatures, the
approximation to the Ðt shown in Figure 3 is given by
log N(Li)fit\ [10.8602 ] (2.9785] 10~3 ] T ) ] (1.1736] 10~7] T 2) [ (3.8181] 10~11] T 3). For (B[V )-based
temperatures, the approximation to the Ðt shown in Figure
3 is given by log N(Li)fit \[10.9959 ] (2.8360] 10~3] T ) ] (1.7354] 10~7] T 2) [ (4.2744] 10~11] T 3).
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
3 Deblending corrections were not applied to any stars taken from
Jones et al. (1996b) following their claim that instrumental resolution was
sufficient to separate the Li line and blending complex. While it is not clear
to us that this is true given that some of their objects have appreciable
rotation (see their Fig. 1), it does not a†ect the present results inasmuch as
the Jones et al. rapid rotators have Li line strengths signiÐcantly larger
than those expected of the blending complex.
4 The two hottest single stars have values signiÐcantly outside theTeffcurve of growth grids provided by S93a. Extrapolation to these tem-
peratures with high-order polynomials leads to errantly low abundances
by a few tenths of a dex. To the extent that we are mainly interested in the
cooler Pleiads and that we are interested only in the di†erential star-to-star
Li abundances (i.e., large-scale abundance morphology with isTeffremoved later), these known errors are unimportant for the present
analysis. In the case of these two stars (H II 133 and 470), we simply caution
those who would use our absolute abundances, and also note that the few
much smaller extrapolations to lower outside the S93a grid are notTeffbelieved to be a†ected by any substantial amount.
5 By number, relative to hydrogen, on the usual scale with
log N(H)\ 12.
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FIG. 3.ÈLi abundances (with derived errors) vs. from our (B[V )Teffmeasures (top) and (V [I) measures. The well-known declining trend of Li
abundance with decreasing is Ðt with a fourth-order Legendre poly-Teffnomial (dashed line).
2.4. Errors
Uncertainties in the Li abundances were estimated from
those in and equivalent width. Here, we are interestedTeffonly in the internal errors that a†ect the star-to-star Li
abundances. A measure of the internal uncertainties in the
estimates is provided by the estimates from the (B[V )Teffand (V [I) colors. For the single stars, the di†erence in the
two color-temperatures exhibits a per star standard devi-
FIG. 4.ÈSame as Fig. 3, except the di†erential (detrended) Li abun-
dances and related errors are shown. Temperature bins used in considering
the scatter of Li abundances as a function of are labeled in both plots.Teff
ation of 108 K. Assuming equal contributions from both
(B[V ) and (V [I), this suggests an internal error of ^76 K
in the of any one Pleiad derived from any one color.TeffThis uncertainty was translated to a Li abundance error by
rederiving abundances with departures of this size. TheTeffadoption of identical errors in (B[V ) and (V [I)-based Teffvalues is a simplifying assumption (though one likely true
within a few tens of K). Inasmuch as our conclusions are the
same using either the (B[V ) or (V [I) colors, it is not a
critical one for this work.
The other signiÐcant source of uncertainty is in the Li line
measurements. For S93a line strengths (the majority of our
sample), uncertainties come from their own quality mea-
sures : (1) ^12 (2) ^18 (3) ^25 and (4) ^40mA , mA , mA ,
Jones et al. (1996b) state that their uncertainties rangemA .
from 5È20 and depend largely on projected rotationalmA
velocity. Assuming this range and the starsÏ v sin i values,
we have adopted the reasonable values shown in column 12
of Table 1. Given S93aÏs note that the equivalent widths of
Butler et al. (1987) may have to be regarded with caution,
and the typical expected uncertainties from Poisson noise
expected from their S/N and resolution, we have assigned
an uncertainty of ^30 in these line strengths. Based onmA
the S/N, resolution, and v sin i values of the observations
from Boesgaard et al. (1988), we have adopted a conserva-
tive uncertainty of ^5 for their data. In a similarmA
fashion, we assigned uncertainties of ^25 to the equiva-mA
lent widths from Pilachowski, Booth, & Hobbs 1987). The
line-strength uncertainties were translated to Li uncer-
tainties by rederiving abundances with the adopted equiva-
lent width departures.
Final Li abundance uncertainties, shown in Figures 3 and
4, are calculated by summing the two errors in quadrature,
and listed in columns 13 and 14 of Table 1. We emphasize
that for the purpose of looking at the star-to-star Li abun-
dance di†erences in cool Pleiads, the e†ects of errors areTeffminimized. This is because the movement of a star in the
plane due to errors is very nearly along the coolTeff-Li Teffstar depletion trend for K. To take into accountTeff [ 5800this correlation in looking at the di†erential Li abundances
(i.e., the actual values vs. an expected value from a Ðtted
trend to the data), the abundance errors due to departures
in were combined with the slope of the Ðtted Li versusTefftrend at the of each star. The total uncertainties inTeff Teffthe di†erential Li abundances are given in the Ðnal two
columns of Table 1.
2.4.1. L i Abundance Scatter
Large scatter in the star-to-star Li abundances is appar-
ent in Figures 3 and 4. Comparison of the observed scatter
with that expected from the estimated uncertainties indi-
cates that the spread is statistically signiÐcant. The presence
of real global scatter was considered by comparing the
variance of the di†erential Li abundances with that based
on the uncertainties given in Table 1. The sizable reduced s2
statistic l\ 72) indicates probabilities of the(sl2\ 12.78,observed variance [s(Li)2D 0.13 dex2] occurring by chance
are inÐnitesimal.
Additional analysis was carried out by binning in Teff.For both the (B[V ) and (V [I) based results, we broke the
data up into Ðve ranges following natural breaks in theTeffestimated values, which yielded comparable sampleTeffsizes (10È15 stars) in each bin. The results for both the
(B[V ) and (V [I) data are similar.
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FIG. 5.ÈProjected rotational velocity v sin i vs. (V [I)-based Li results for (a) all and absolute Li abundance (b) all and di†erential detrended LiTeff Teffabundance (c) K and absolute Li abundance (d) K and di†erential Li abundance.Teff \ 4500È5500 Teff \ 4500È5500
We Ðnd that stars in the hottest bin (bin E: 6172È6984 K
and 6107È6928 K for B[V and V [I) exhibit a variance
that is larger than the expected value at only the 94% con-
Ðdence level. The stars in the adjacent cooler bin (bin D:
5567È6048 K and 5521È6021 K for B[V and V [I) exhibit
a variance in the Li abundances signiÐcantly larger than
expected from the uncertainties at the conÐdenceZ99.93%
level. The di†erential Li abundances in the remaining three
cooler bins (bin C: 4899È5477 K and 4996È5452 K; bin B:
4507È4815 K and 4542È4746 K; bin A: 3955È4332 K and
3867È4343 K) all show observed variances signiÐcant at
considerably higher conÐdence levels.
An important claim by Jones et al. (1996b) in their study
of Pleiades Li abundances is a progressive decline in the
dispersion of the Li abundances as one proceeds from the
late-G dwarfs, to the early-to-mid K dwarfs, and Ðnally to
the later K dwarfs. We Ðnd, however, that quantitative
analysis fails to provide Ðrm support for such a conclusion.
F-tests of the observed variances indicate that di†erences of
the di†erential Li abundance dispersions in our cooler three
bins are statistically indistinguishable. The di†erences
between the bin B and bin A starsÏ variances are signiÐcant
at only the 71.5% and 78.0% conÐdence levels for the B[V
and V [I data sets. Di†erences between the bin C and bin B
starsÏ variances are di†erent at only the 72.7% and 75.0%
conÐdence levels. It should be noted that these comparisons
ignore the observed Li upper limits prevalent for the coolest
(bin A) Pleiads. The stars with upper limits lie at the lower
edge of the observed Li abundances (Fig. 4 of Jones et al.).
Ignoring this censored data may lead to an underestimate
of the true dispersion for the coolest PleiadsÈ making our
conclusion of no signiÐcant di†erence in the magnitude of
star-to-star abundance scatter for the late-G to late-K
Pleiads a conservative one. Larger samples and improved
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FIG. 6.ÈSame as Fig. 5, except rotational period, in days is plotted instead of v sin iProt,
upper limits (or detections) would clarify this important
issue.
3. NATURE OF THE Li-ROTATION CORRELATION
3.1. Projected Rotational Velocity
Extant studies of Li-rotation correlations have employed
v sin i measurements, which yield only a lower limit to the
rotational velocity due to the unknown angle of inclination,
i. In Figure 5, our V [I-based absolute and di†erential Li
abundances are plotted against the projected velocity mea-
surement v sin i. The top two panels (a and b) show the data
for all The bottom two panels (c and d) show data withTeff. K, which is the temperature range in4500 ¹Teff ¹ 5500which a clear connection between Li abundance and v sin i
was asserted by Garcia Lopez et al. (1994). It is seen that
while there is a range of abundances at the lower values of
the rotation velocity, the rapid rotators km(v sin i Z 30
s~1) do show a tendency to have higher Li abundances in
the intermediate range (panel d).Teff
3.2. Rotational Period
The Pleiades now has many members with photo-
metrically determined rotation periods (Krishnamurthi et
al. 1998), which are free of the ambiguity associated with
inclination angle. Hence, it is now possible to consider the
true nature of the correlation between rotation and Li
abundance. For example, we Ðnd a slowly rotating star (H II
263, P\ 4.8 d) that has a high Li abundance. Furthermore,
two of the three stars (H II 320 and 1124) in the Garcia
Lopez et al. (1994) study with low v sin i and high Li abun-
dances also have measured rotation periods of 4.58 and 6.05
days respectively. Thus, there are several cases in which high
L i abundance in stars with low v sin i is not due to inclination
angle e†ectsÈLi overabundances are not solely restricted to
rapid rotators. This is apparent in Figure 6, where the
surface Li abundance is plotted against rotation period,
instead of v sin i. In particular, we draw attention toProt,the large range in abundances seen at longer rotation
periods ([4.0 days ; panels b and d). Thus there exist at least
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FIG. 7.ÈOur (V [I)-based Li abundances versus stellar mass. The
symbol size corresponds to rotational period. The largest circles represent
stars with day, the medium sized circles represent those withProt \ 1 Protbetween 1 and 5 days, while the smaller circles indicate stars with Protbetween 5 and 10 days. The dashed lines denote the mass range M \ 0.7È
0.9 M
_
.
a few Pleiads that are true slow rotators, but have high Li
abundances.
We next examined the proposal by Garcia Lopez et al.
(1994) that there is a very clear relationship between rota-
tion and log N(Li) for stars with M D 0.7È0.9 Figure 7M
_
.
shows the V [I-based Li abundances versus mass for
Pleiads with photometrically measured rotation rates. The
symbol size is proportional to the rotation period. When
rotational periods are considered rather than v sin i mea-
surements, a true range of Li abundances with rotation is
seen in the mass range 0.7È0.9 are genuine slowM
_
Èthere
rotators with abundances similar to the fast rotators. Thus,
there appears to be a range of rotation at all abundances.
Hence, is essential to study the true correlation.Prot
3.3. Structural E†ects of Rotation
Rapid rotation a†ects the structure of a star and hence
the derived mass at a given (Endal & SoÐa 1979). TheTeffstructural e†ects of rotation would alter a starÏs color such
that rapidly rotating objects would be redder, hence per-
ceived as cooler, and thus be assigned a lower mass. We
therefore examined the abundances as a function of mass
rather than e†ective temperature.
To investigate this issue, it was necessary to construct
stellar models for di†erent disk lifetimes (Krishnamurthi et
al. 1997). We ran models for anducrit\ 5 ] u_ 10 ] u_to represent fast rotators and the slow rotators. The
rotation-corrected masses were derived by interpolation in
the models across e†ective temperature and rotation veloc-
ity for di†erent disk lifetimes. We found that the percent
change in mass is small (5%) even for the most rapidly
rotating star in the Pleiades (H II 1883, v sin i\140 km
s~1). The change is between 1% and 2% for stars with
v sin i in the 50È100 km s~1, and less than 1% for v sin i¹
50 km s~1. These small alterations fail to eliminate the Li
dispersion, which sets in at M \ 0.9 in the Li-massM
_plane. Thus, the structural e†ects of rotation on the derived
mass-temperature relation are not large enough to account
for the Pleiades Li abundance dispersion.
These results di†er with those of Martin & Claret (1996),
who also explored the structural e†ects of rotation and
found enhanced Li abundances for stars with high initial
angular momentum. This is not seen in our models, which
predict small rotational structure e†ects on the Pleiades Li
abundances, similar to the models of Pinsonneault et al.
(1990). Mendes, DÏAntona, & Mazzitelli (1999) have noted
the conÑict between the results of Martin & Claret (1996)
and Pinsonneault et al. (1990), and considered the hydro-
static e†ects of rotation on stellar structure and Li depletion
using their own stellar models. Their results are in agree-
ment with Pinsonneault et al. (1990), and they too Ðnd that
hydrostatic e†ects are too small to explain the observed Li
abundance spread in the Pleiades.
4. Li AND STELLAR ACTIVITY
4.1. L i and Chromospheric Emission
Since the large Pleiades Li spread is in such a young
cluster, one may wonder if its long-sought explanation is
related to stellar activity. Additionally, since rotation and
activity are well-correlated, a Li-activity relation may be
masquerading as a Li-rotation relation instead. Here, we
discuss if magnetic activity indicators such as chromo-
spheric emission (CE) are correlated with the Li abundance.
Several studies have pointed out that activity is correlated
with the Li abundance (e.g., Soderblom et al. 1993b, Jones et
al. 1996a). There have also been some studies speculating
that CE a†ects the apparent abundance of Li (e.g., Houde-
bine & Doyle 1995) and hence may be at least partly
responsible for the dispersion.
Figure 8 contains our results, and shows the V [I-based
di†erential Li abundances versus the Ca II infrared triplet
Ñuxes (top panel) and residual Ñuxes (bottom panel). A rela-
tion is seen in both panels, such that the lowest log N(Li)
di†erences are seen predominantly for the lowest Ñux ratios
while the largest log N(Li) di†erences are seen predomi-
nantly for stars having the largest Ñux ratios. The ordinary
correlation coefficients are signiÐcant at the 99.7% and
º99.9% conÐdence levels for the chromospheric Ca Ñuxes
and residual Ñuxes, suggesting a signiÐcant relation between
chromospheric activity di†erences and Li abundance di†er-
ences (though not necessarily causal).
4.2. Spreads in Other Elements
Important clues to the cause of the Pleiades Li abun-
dance scatter can be found from examination of other ele-
ments not destroyed in stellar interiors like 7Li. Variations
in such abundances may signal e†ects other than di†erential
Li processing, and perhaps point to an illusory di†erence
caused by inadequate treatment of line formation.
4.2.1. Potassium
One of the most useful features for this purpose is the
j7699 K I line. The usefulness of this feature is twofold.
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FIG. 8.ÈOur (V [I)-based di†erential Li abundances are plotted
versus the Ca II infrared triplet Ñux ratio (top panel) and residual Ñux ratio
(bottom), which is the Ñux ratio less a Ðtted color-dependency.
First, there is the similarity in electronic conÐguration with
the Li I atom and the fact that this particular K transition
and the j6707 Li I are both neutral resonance features.
Second, the interplay of abundance and ionization e†ects
leads to the happy circumstance that the line strengths of
these two features are comparable in Pleiades dwarfs. Thus,
line formation for both features should be similar in many
respects.
The K I line strengths were taken from S93a and Jones
et al. (1996b). These were then plotted versus asTeffderived from both B[V and V [I. The relation was well
Ðtted by a fourth-order Legendre polynomial approximated
by the relation EW(K) \ 9098.151[ (4.126458] T )
] (6.381173] 10~4] T 2)[ (3.308942] 10~8] T 3) for
the B[V colors and by the relation EW(K) \ 8926.171
[ (4.170605] T ) ] (6.702972] 10~4] T 2) [ (3.642286
] 10~8] T 3) for the V [I colors. These Ðts showed con-
siderable scatterÈthe line-strength dispersion was D55
which is considerably larger (and statisticallymA ,
signiÐcant) than even the maximum equivalent width errors
estimated by S93a. So scatter is present in the potassium
data as well.
Di†erential K I equivalent widths ([observed[ fitted]/
Ðtted) are plotted against the di†erential Li abundances in
Figure 9. A correlation between the values is present,
though with considerable scatter. The one-sided correlation
coefficients are signiÐcant at the 99.0% and 98.3% con-
Ðdence levels for the (B[V ) and (V [I)-based results. Such
a correlation (of whatever magnitude), however, may arise
not from some physical mechanism; instead, it may simply
reÑect correlated measurement errors.
Like the di†erential Li abundances, the di†erential K I
line strengths are correlated with activity measure. Figure
10 shows the di†erential K I equivalent width versus the
Ca II Ñuxes (top panel) and residual Ñuxes (bottom panel).
The correlations are analogous to those seen for the di†er-
ential Li abundances in Figure 8, and are signiÐcant at the
FIG. 9.ÈDi†erential j7699 K I equivalent widths ([observed[Ðtted]/
Ðtted) vs. our (B[V )-based (top panel) and (V [I)-based di†erential Li
abundances (bottom panel).
D98.5% (top panel) and º99.9% (bottom panel) conÐdence
levels.
4.2.2. Calcium
To examine the possibility of correlated measurement
errors, we considered the line strengths of the j6717 Ca I
feature taken from S93a. These were Ðtted against in theTeffsame manner as the K I equivalent widths. The relations
are given by EW(Ca)\ 4203.706[ (1.859218] T )
] (2.888087] 10~4] T 2) [ (1.538325] 10~8] T 3) for
the B[V colors and by EW(Ca)\ 2978.740[ (1.249348
] T ) ] (1.887209] 10~4] T 2) [ (9.973237] 10~9] T 3)
for the V [I colors. The scatter associated with these Ðts is
FIG. 10.È(V [I)-based di†erential K I line strengths are plotted vs. the
Ca II infrared triplet Ñux ratio (top panel) and residual Ñux ratio (bottom
panel).
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D20 which is consistent with the S93a uncertainties.mA ,
Interestingly, unlike Li and K, there is no evidence for
scatter in the calcium data above the measurement uncer-
tainties. Di†erential Ca I equivalent widths are plotted
against the di†erential Li abundances in Figure 11. The
relation is Ñat. Unlike K, there is no signiÐcant
correlationÈthe ordinary correlation coefficients are sig-
niÐcant at only the D80% conÐdence level.
This indicates to us that the correlated scatter in Li and
K line strengths is not due to measurement errors. Rather,
we suggest that some physical mechanism a†ecting the
details of line formation not included in standard LTE
model photosphere analyses is the cause. Such a mecha-
nism, if having star-to-star di†erences, may be the dominant
source of the Li abundance scatter in Pleiades dwarfs. Since
activity evinces such di†erences, it may naturally provide
such a mechanism.
In an important theoretical study, Stuik et al. (1997) have
urged similar caution in regarding Pleiades Li scatter as
solely due to genuine abundance di†erences. These authors
consider the photospheric e†ects of activity on Pleiades Li I
and K I line strengths by modeling surface spots and plages.
They can neither exclude nor conÐrm these particular mani-
festations of magnetic activity as the cause of the problem-
atic and important K I variations in cool Pleiads. Their
extensive e†orts, though, do open the door for future
improvement.
First, it seems important to establish whether their
empirical solar-based spot/plage models or their ““ best-
e†ort ÏÏ theoretical stellar models are more nearly correct,
and if one or the other model set is indeed applicable to all
Pleiads since the two model sets produce color and line
strength changes opposite in sign. Second, Stuik et al. (1997)
note that their radiative equilibrium and mixed activity cal-
culations depart from observations with increasing (B[V ).
As they acknowledge, such disparities may signal other
e†ects not yet considered : UV ““ line haze,ÏÏ which may
FIG. 11.ÈDi†erential j6717 Ca I equivalent widths vs. our (B[V )-
based (top panel) and (V [I)-based (bottom panel) di†erential Li abun-
dances.
depend on the presence and structure of an overlying
chromosphere, impacting the details of line formation ;
unknown properties and e†ects of PleiadsÏ granulation pat-
terns ; and the inÑuence of so-called solar-like ““ abnormal
granulation ÏÏ within plages. Third, other sources of non-
thermal heating of the photosphere by chromospheric
““ activity ÏÏ may need to be considered. Finally, simply rela-
ting colors or e†ective temperatures (from color-Te†
conversions) of Pleiads having di†erent activity levels may
be more problematic than realized.
Houdebine & Doyle (1995) demonstrate that formation
of the j6707 Li I line is sensitive to activity in M dwarfs. The
extent of these e†ects depends on the relative coverage of
plages and spots. Houdebine & Doyle note the particular
importance of the role of ionization in reducing the reso-
nance lineÏs optical depth. In late G and K dwarfs like those
showing scatter in the Pleiades, star-to-star variations in
departures of both photoionization and collisional ioniza-
tion from that predicted by model photospheres might
introduce signiÐcant star-to-star variations in the derived
Li abundance.6 Interestingly, King et al. (1999) Ðnd
element-to-element abundance di†erences in two cool
K) Pleiades dwarfs and a similarly cool NGC(Teff D 45002264 PMS member that are ionization potentialÈ
dependent. We suggest that current evidence implicates
nonphotospheric ionization di†erences as a likely source of
star-to-star Li variations in the Pleiades.
5. OTHER MECHANISMS AND CONCERNS
5.1. Metal Abundance Variations
Variations in abundances of other elements can a†ect
stellar Li depletion via the e†ects of stellar structure on
PMS Li burning. For example, Figure 3 of Chaboyer et al.
(1995), indicates that very small metal abundance di†er-
ences of, say, 0.03 dex lead to substantial dex)(Z0.3È0.4
di†erences in PMS Li burning for K.Teff [ 4500Extant studies (Boesgaard & Friel 1990 ; Cayrel, Cayrel,
& Campbell 1988) of Pleiades F- and G-star iron abun-
dances (which cannot simply be equated with ““ metallicity ÏÏ
when it comes to PMS Li depletion ; Swenson et al. 1994)
suggest no intrinsic scatter larger than 0.06È0.10 dex. The
photometric scatter of the single stars in the color-
magnitude diagram might allow a metallicity (or, perhaps
more properly, those elements that are dominant electron
donors in the stellar photospheres) spread of 0.05 dex.
While small, these constraints would still permit substantial
Li abundance spreads for cool Pleiads. Additionally, abun-
dances of elements that may have a large impact on PMS Li
depletion but little e†ect on atmospheric opacity (e.g.,
oxygen) have yet to be determined in cool Pleiades dwarfs.
However, the Li spread in the Pleiades extends to Teffvalues substantially hotter than D4500 K. At hotter Teffvalues, model PMS Li-burning is less sensitive to metal-
licity. For example, in the range 5000È5200 K, the observed
Li abundance spread would require ““ metallicity ÏÏ di†er-
ences approaching a factor of 2. Such spreads would be
surprising indeed, and not expected based on the limited
results of extant Fe analyses of hotter cluster dwarfs. Abun-
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
6 Overionization from photospheric convective inhomogeneities has
been discussed in the context of Population II star Li abundances by
Kurucz (1995).
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dance di†erences (of a large number of elements) of this size
would not be difficult to exclude with good quality spectra
as part of future studies.
5.2. Magnetic Fields
Ventura et al. (1998) have recently investigated the e†ects
of magnetic Ðelds in stellar models and PMS Li depletion.
They Ðnd that even small Ðelds are able to inhibit convec-
tion, and thus PMS Li depletion. They suggest that a
dynamo generated magnetic Ðeld linked to rotational veloc-
ity (thus, presumably yielding an association between activ-
ity and rotation given conventional wisdom) would result in
zero-age main-sequence (ZAMS) star-to-star Li variations
that mirror di†erences in star-to-star rotational (and pre-
sumably activity) di†erences. As these authors admit, the
Ðts of their magnetic models to the morphology andLi-TeffsigniÐcant scatter of the Pleiades observations are not
““ perfect ÏÏ or ““ deÐnitive ;ÏÏ however, the qualitative agree-
ment and ability to produce star-to-star scatter and general
relations between Li abundance and rotation and activity
are encouraging. Continued observations (especially
detailed spectroscopic abundance determinations of various
elements in numerous Pleiads) and theoretical work will be
needed to establish the degree to which the Pleiades Li
spread is illusory or real and, if the latter, its cause(s).
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The very large dispersion in Li abundances at Ðxed inTeffcool K) Pleiads is a fundamental challenge for(T [ 5400
stellar evolution because standard stellar models of uniform
age and abundance are unable to reproduce it. A variety of
mechanisms (rotation, activity, magnetic Ðelds, and incom-
plete knowledge of line formation) have been proposed to
account for this scatter. Here, we construct a sample of
likely single Pleiads and consider this problem with (1) dif-
ferential Li abundances relative to a mean trend (2)Teffrotational periods instead of projected rotational velocities
(3) chromospheric emission indicators, and (4) line strengths
of other elements.
We calculated values from both (B[V ) and (V [I)Teffon a self-consistent scale based on the calibrations of Bessell
(1979). We Ðnd di†erences in the two values and theseTeffare signiÐcantly correlated with both general activity level
and with di†erences in activity, suggesting that surface
inhomogeneities may noticeably a†ect stellar colors. Our
results are consistent with a growing body of evidence of
signiÐcant di†erences between (B[V )- and (V [I)-based
values, a propensity for (B[V ) to yield largerTeff Teffvalues, and a relation of these characteristics with activity in
young stars from 5 Myr old PMS stars in NGC 2264
(Soderblom et al. 1999) to PMS stars in the 30 Myr old IC
2602 (Randich et al. 1997) to ZAMS stars in the D100 Myr
old Pleiades.
However, the similarity between the sensitivity of the
derived Li abundance to and the clustersÏ physicalTeff Li-morphology means that even substantial errors areTeff Teffnot a signiÐcant source of star-to-star Li scatter. Nor are
observational errors. Comparison of the scatter in the dif-
ferential Li abundances with errors from and line-Teffstrength uncertainties indicates an inÐnitesimal probability
that the observed scatter occurs by chance. We Ðnd signiÐ-
cant scatter in the Li abundances below D6000 K; it is
signiÐcantly larger, though, below D5500 K. Statistical
analysis fails to support previous claims of smaller scatter in
the late K dwarfs relative to the late G and early-mid K
dwarfs.
There is a spread of Li abundance at low v sin i, whereas
the rapid projected rotators tend to have larger di†erential
Li abundances in the range However,4500 ¹ Teff ¹ 5500.use of photometric rotation periods (free from uncertainties
in the inclination angle i) indicates there is not a one-to-one
mapping between di†erential Li abundance and rotation.
The stars H II 263, 320, and 1124 are examples of stars with
Li excesses but slow rotation (P\ 4.6È6.1 days). In contrast
to previous claims based on v sin i, the rotation periods
indicate a true range of Li abundance with rotation in the
mass bin 0.7È0.9 M
_
.
Using the theoretical framework of Krishnamurthi et al.
(1997), we constructed stellar models to investigate the
hydrostatic e†ects of rotation on stellar structure and PMS
Li burning. As shown in Figure 8, these models fail to
account for the Pleiades Li dispersion, which is in agree-
ment with the independent conclusions of Mendes et al.
(1999).
We Ðnd that the star-to-star di†erences in Pleiades Li
abundances are correlated with activity di†erences, as mea-
sured from Ca II infrared triplet Ñux ratios, at a statistically
signiÐcant level. Moreover, the Li di†erences are signiÐ-
cantly correlated with di†erences in the strengths of the
j7699 K I resonance feature. This seems to not be due to
correlated measurement errors since the Li di†erences show
no correlation with the j6717 Ca I line-strength residuals.
This is a signiÐcant result given similarities in the Li and K
featureÏs atomic properties and line strengths. We suggest
that incomplete treatment of line formation, related to
activity di†erences, plays a signiÐcant role in the Li
dispersionÈi.e., that part of the dispersion is illusory. As
emphasized by Houdebine & Doyle (1995), the formation of
the Li I feature is sensitive to ionization conditions. If
chromospheric activity variations can produce signiÐcant
variations in photo- and collisional-ionization in the Li I
line formation region not accounted for by LTE analyses
using model photospheres, this may lead to errors in the
inferred abundance. Relatedly, we note the results of King
et al. (2000) who found ionization potential-dependent
e†ects in the elemental abundances of two cool Pleiads(Teff)and a similarly cool NGC 2264 PMS star.
If such conjecture is correct, we expect that somewhat
older (less active) cluster stars will exhibit less Li dispersion.
This seems to be the case for the D800 Myr old Hyades
cluster (Thorburn et al. 1993) and perhaps also for the
mid-G to mid-K stars in M34 (Jones et al. 1997). These
clusters still exhibit scatter, and this may be real and due to
di†erences in depletion from structural e†ects of rotation
(Mendes et al. 1999), magnetic Ðelds (Ventura et al. 1998),
small metallicity variations (° 5.1), main-sequence depletion
due to angular momentum transport from spin-down
(Pinsonneault et al. 1990 ; Charbonnel, Vauclair, & Zahn
1992) or a planetary companion (Cochran et al. 1997), and
photospheric accretion of circumstellar/planetary material
(Alexander 1967 ; Gonzalez 1998). The amount of scatter
expected in even older clusters is less clear. If, e.g., rotation-
ally induced mixing acts over longer timescales then the
scatter may well increase again ; indeed, the substantial Li
scatter in M67 solar-type stars observed by Jones, Fischer,
& Soderblom (1999) could indicate that this is the case.
These authors called attention to the possible pattern of
very large Li scatter in young clusters, considerably reduced
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scatter in intermediate-age clusters, and increased scatter in
older clusters. In the scenario we envision, variations in
activity-regulated ionization of the Li I atom may be
responsible for the majority of (mostly illusory) star-to-star
Li di†erences in near-ZAMS and younger stars ; of course,
this does not exclude a (lesser) role from other variable
mechanisms inÑuencing PMS Li burning. If the decline in
the activity level of intermediate-age stars reduces the
importance of variable ionization, then the (smaller) Li
scatter in these stars could arise from variations in PMS Li
burning due to, e.g., the hydrostatic e†ects of rotation on
stellar structure, inhibition of convection by magnetic Ðelds,
and small metallicity variations ; additional contributions
may come from processes just beginning to become e†ective
for ZAMS stars such as rotationally induced mixing and
planetary/circumstellar accretion. In older stars such as
M67, the increase in scatter (and overall Li depletion) is
then a product of processes efficiently acting on the main-
sequence proper such as rotationally induced mixing and/or
photospheric accretion.
Distinguishing speciÐc mechanisms and their relative
importance for Li depletion and scatter at a given age will
require continuing observational and theoretical e†orts.
Important advances on the theoretical front are at least
threefold : continued investigation of the role of magnetic
Ðelds in PMS Li depletion, realistic model atmospheres that
include chromospheres, and detailed non-LTE abundance
calculations which employ these to extend sophisticated
modeling attempts (e.g., Stuik et al. 1997). On the obser-
vational front, continued observations of Li in a variety of
clusters spanning a range in age and metallicity are needed.
We believe that particularly important observational work
to be accomplished includes the determination of photo-
metric periods in more cluster stars, detailed abundances of
numerous elements (in particular, using both ionization
sensitive and ionization insensitive features and elements) in
cluster stars, quantiÐcation of even small ““ metal ÏÏ (not just
Fe) abundance spreads in cluster stars, and the association
between planetary systems and parent star Li and light
metal abundances.
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